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Experimental and theoretical studies of the coupled A 1�+ and b 3� states of NaK
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We report an extensive series of transitions (including collisional transfer lines) from pure and mixed levels
of the NaK A1�+ and b 3� states to the X1�+ state, observed at the Université Lyon 1 using Fourier-transform
spectroscopy. We then combine these data with previously reported data on these states from emission from the
B1� and C1�+ states and from mutually perturbed levels of the D 1� and d 3� states. We obtain 2758 distinct
term values: the full data set includes 11 624 term values, with many multiple determinations from transitions
over a range of vibrational and rotational levels. The data are analyzed by fitting to potentials of the “Hannover”
form [C. Samuelis et al., Phys. Rev. A 63, 012710 (2000)] plus spin-orbit (SO) functions in a simple Morse form,
yielding an rms residual of approximately 0.029 cm−1. The empirical SO functions agree well with their ab initio
counterparts obtained from electronic structure calculations based on nonempirical effective core potentials.
From level energies of the A − b complex calculated from the fitted potentials and SO functions, we identify
reasonable candidates for transitions between Feshbach resonance states and mixed singlet-triplet gateway levels
of the A1�+ − b 3� manifold, leading either to v = 0 levels of the X state or to mixed singlet-triplet levels at
higher energies that can be used for perturbation-facilitated double-resonance experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently there is intense interest in the production of
cold molecules from cold atoms [1]. Especially with polar,
heteronuclear molecules of sufficient density, there is the
possibility of studying many-body interactions more complex
than the spatially isotropic short-range interactions found with
cold atoms. There is also interest in chemical processes in a
cold-molecule ensemble, and there may be implications for
quantum computing.

One efficient strategy to form ultracold alkali-metal
molecules has been to produce a Feshbach resonance to unite
two cold atoms, photoexcite to a higher state, and arrange
for spontaneous or stimulated decay to, ideally, v = 0, J = 0
of the electronic ground state. Such efforts have now been
successful with RbCs (via mixed levels of the c 3�+ and
B1� states [2] and via a Feshbach resonance and mixed
levels of the A1�+ and b 3� states [3]), KRb (via a Feshbach
resonance and the 2 3�+ state [4] or via the 31�+ state as
in Ref. [5]), LiCs (via the B1� state [6]), NaCs (stepwise
photoassociation of cold atoms followed by spontaneous
decay to intermediate X-state vibrational levels, followed by
vibrational cooling [7,8]), and Cs2 (via a double stimulated
Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) process [9]). However,
many of the above-mentioned species have limitations, such as
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limited density attainable from the photoassociation process,
or the reaction of two cold KRb molecules to produce K2 +
Rb2 [10,11]. Hence it is useful to pursue such possibilities with
other species. NaK has been chosen in several laboratories
because it is stable with respect to collisional production of
Na2 + K2 [11]. Also, the electric dipole moment of ground-
state NaK molecules is 2.72 Debye [12,13], as compared to
0.57 Debye for KRb [4] and 1.25 Debye for RbCs [14,15].

Feshbach resonances have been reported in
23Na40K [16,17]. Very recently, Park et al. [18] reported the
transfer of 23Na40K molecules from a Feshbach resonance state
to v = 0 of X1�+, using as intermediate states J = 1 mixed
levels of B1� (v = 12) and c 3�+ (v = 35). Work towards
the production of ultracold NaK continues also in other
laboratories [19]. A recent study [20] of the 23Na39K molecule
provides useful detailed information on the hyperfine structure
in the a 3�+ state. Possible routes for the production of cold
NaK molecules have been explored in Ref. [21], where it was
suggested that mixed levels of B1� and c 3�+ would be a
promising route for the formation of cold NaK molecules via a
Feshbach resonance, as confirmed now in Ref. [18]. However,
data presented in Ref. [21] also suggest that levels of mixed
A1�+ − b 3� states could be an alternative route. Accordingly,
we present relevant Franck-Condon factors in Sec. V.

The formation of ultracold molecules via a Feshbach reso-
nance requires adequately precise knowledge of the molecular
energy-level structure so as to determine where to tune the
lasers. Precision laser spectroscopy data on NaK has been
obtained in several laboratories over the past 25–30 years.
For example, there are ample data on the B1� state [22–24],
which dissociates to Na(3S) + K(4P) (see Fig. 1), but less
information on the c 3�+ state [25–28], which is coupled to
the B1� state by spin-orbit interactions that facilitate transfer
from a partly triplet Feshbach resonance state. Although c-state
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FIG. 1. NaK potentials for states used for transitions in this work.
These curves were constructed from parameters obtained from the
analysis of experimental data on each of these electronic states.

levels below v = 0 of the B state have never been observed,
the lowest observed c-state level has been assigned v = 20
in Ferber et al. [29]. An approximate potential has been
constructed and confirmed by additional data in this same
review [29]. Also in this reference are vibronic and electronic
spin-orbit matrix elements from ab initio calculations and
empirical observations. Dunham parameters for levels of the
A1�+ and b 3�1 states have been reported in Refs. [30]
and [31], respectively. Values for A1�+ − b 3�0 spin-orbit
mixing elements were extracted from experimental data in
Ref. [32], for particular pairs of vibronic levels. Also, in this
work and in Ref. [33], the electronic factor was obtained from
the estimated vibronic overlap. We note also that in connection
with numerous studies of more highly excited states in
NaK [34–41], various series of A-state or mixed (A − b)-state
levels were observed and term values were extracted.

In this work, we present extensive new data and analysis
of available data on the A1�+ and b 3� states below v = 0
of the B1� state. The previously reported Dunham coeffi-
cients [30,31] for these states represent the unperturbed struc-
ture approaching the dissociation limits. However, Dunham
coefficients do not model the numerous perturbation effects
between the A-state and b-state levels from spin-orbit mixing
effects. Our goal therefore has been to obtain additional data
on the A and b states of NaK so as to accurately model these
spin-orbit mixing effects in all of the observed A-state levels.
Our approach employs direct fittings to the potentials and
spin-orbit coupling functions. Although the A and b states
extend into the region of the c and B states, we have found
after considerable but inconclusive effort that the term energy
information is too sparse in this higher-energy region to extend
the fits with any degree of confidence.

The analysis and modeling of the NaK A1�+ − b 3� level
structure in this work might be compared to that performed
for certain heavier heteronuclear alkali-metal diatomic
molecules, namely, NaRb [42], NaCs [43], KCs [44], and
RbCs [45,46], as well as homonuclear species, such as
Na2 [47], K2 [48], Rb2 [49,50], and Cs2 [51]. KRb is omitted
from this list because the lowest atomic excitation energies,

K(4S) + Rb(5P ) and K(4P ) + Rb(5S) in this case, are more
equal than for the other heteronuclear alkali-metal diatomic
molecules, so the A1�+ and b 3� states are not so clearly
isolated from higher-lying states. Although the parallelism
with other alkali-metal diatomic molecules is somewhat
lost, we can certainly acknowledge notable progress in the
observation and analysis of the more complex structure of
these states in KRb, as reported in [52–56].

For most of the alkali-metal diatomic molecules, the spin-
orbit coupling functions are larger in magnitude than for
NaK. However, even for the NaK A1�+ and b 3� states, a
coupled-potentials model is a practical way to represent the
effects of spin-orbit coupling between all levels, and not just
the intersecting ones, as in traditional band-by-band analysis.

After a summary of the data (Sec. II), in Sec. III we discuss
our method of data analysis, which is based on direct fits to
potentials and spin-orbit functions. In Sec. IV, we discuss
calculations of the ab initio spin-orbit functions. Section V
reviews the energy level structure. Section VI compares our
results with previous results and Sec. VII considers possible
applications for photoassociation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A. Previous experimental data

Spectroscopic observations of the A1�+ state of NaK date
back to Loomis and Arvin in 1934 [57]. Observations of emis-
sion induced by dye laser and Ar+ laser excitation, obtained
by Fourier-transform spectroscopy methods, as outlined in
Refs. [58], [31], and [30], first provided Rydberg-Klein-Rees
(RKR) [59] potentials for the A1�+ and b 3� states, using
parameters obtained from the Dunham series. The b-state
observations came from emission lines from the d 3� and D 1�

states [60,61], while the A-state data came from transitions
from B1�, C1�+, and D 1� states (see the potentials in Fig. 1).
Recently, a more detailed analysis, still unpublished [62],
of the coupled D 1� − d 3� levels has made it possible to
incorporate more d 3� → b 3� transitions into our database,
since upper-state term values are now known with more
confidence than at the time of the single-state analyses. All of
these transition data are used in the present analysis, together
with new data reported below.

The improved potential-energy function for the electronic
ground state of NaK [63] provided an essential anchor for this
study, as all A → X,B → X [22–24], C → X [64,65], and
D → X or d → X [22,61,62] transitions could be referenced
to the minimum of the X state to within 0.005 cm−1.

The first studies of the spin-orbit interaction between the
A1�+ and b 3� states by Sun and Huennekens [32] used
relative intensity information as well as energy differences to
extract spin-orbit coupling elements. Later, Burns et al. [33]
used hyperfine structure information to refine and extend the
conclusions of Ref. [32]. Term values from these studies,
performed at Lehigh University, and from related work on
higher excited states [34–41] are represented in the “L.U.”
subplot of Fig. 5.

All of the transitions used in this study, as well as the
observed and fitted term values, are listed in the Supplemental
Material [66].
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B. New experimental data

The major effort has been to obtain Fourier-transform fluo-
rescence spectra of A → X emission lines after excitation by
a Ti-sapphire laser. Rotational and vibrational relaxation from
collisional energy transfer extended the data set considerably.

To fill gaps in the data set of observed energy levels of
the A − b complex, we have recorded A → X laser-induced
fluorescence in NaK, exciting molecules formed in a heat
pipe at temperatures close to 350 ◦C with a cw Ti:sapphire
laser (Sirah Matisse), using all three sets of optics to
cover from v′ = 0 (long wave, ∼890 nm) to v′ = 60 (short
wave, ∼690 nm).

The NaK A → X system, for vibrational levels 4 � v �
20 of the A1�+ state, is overlapped with the strongest
bands of the equivalent system in K2, making this region
difficult to explore. Fortunately, most of these overlapped
levels have been observed in B → A fluorescence, following
excitation of the B1� ← X1�+ system [22,30]. At the shorter
wavelengths, Na2 resonances were stronger than signals from
NaK and tended to saturate the detector. To discriminate
NaK resonances, we used appropriate filters when optimizing
the laser frequency, since the NaK A → X system produces
long fluorescence progressions, with Franck-Condon maxima
corresponding to emission at wavelengths considerably longer
than the laser pump transition.

Laser output power from the Matisse cavity was of the
order of 800 mW. Input to the linear heat pipe (fitted with
Brewster windows) could be attenuated if necessary with a
half-wave plate, but this was seldom required. The laser beam
was directed through the heat pipe without focusing to interact
with a large volume of metal-containing vapor at the center
of the heat-pipe oven; the beam diameter was approximately
4 mm.

Backwards fluorescence was imaged onto the 1.5 mm
entrance aperture of a Fourier-transform spectrometer, whose
internal (resolution-limiting) iris was set at 1 mm. Fluores-
cence spectra were recorded using a Si-avalanche detector,
with peak sensitivity around 950 nm.

High-pass filters were used when necessary to reduce laser
scatter and/or unwanted fluorescence from the sodium dimer.
Spectra were typically recorded at an instrumental resolution
of 0.029 cm−1; in many cases, two spectra (each taking
around 15 min to record) were co-added. Because fluorescence
is generated on a black background, we have sometimes
preferred to take a geometric, rather than arithmetic, mean to
enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. The outline of the experiment
is sketched in Fig. 2.

A highly selective “resolved” laser-induced fluorescence
experiment is a priori ill suited to the study of the excited
electronic state, characterizing a single rovibrational level.
As in many alkali systems, collisionally induced energy-
transfer processes add a little complexity to the spectrum, but
greatly enrich the data field. Rotational relaxation satellites
are observed in many bands, and vibrational energy transfer is
also seen in some spectra: see Figs. 3 and 4.

A comprehensive view of older and new data used in
this study is presented in Fig. 5. Term values used in the
present analysis are given in the Supplemental Material data
file [66].

FIG. 2. (Color online) Experimental setup used to record A → X

fluorescence. The cube polarizer is set to match Brewster angle
windows on the heat pipe, and the half-wave plate allows beam
attenuation if necessary.

III. METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS

As in previous studies, the experimental term values,
calculated from data on spectroscopic transitions plus term
energies for the X1�+ state [63], were fit to eigenvalues of the
coupled potentials discrete variable representation (CPDVR)
matrix, which includes A1�+ and b 3�1 potentials plus spin-

FIG. 3. (Color online) Fourier-transform spectrum of laser-
induced fluorescence following excitation of v = 1, J = 44 of the A

state. The lower trace shows a typical sequence of P,R doublets. The
upper section highlights the extensive vibrational relaxation, easily
noticeable in the baseline of the spectrum.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Laser-induced fluorescence from v′ = 43
in A1�+. Only the strongest bands show developed rotational
relaxation. The upper trace shows this as P heads and resolved R

branches. The weaker features in the upper trace are collisionally
populated transitions from v′ = 42.

orbit diagonal and off-diagonal and spin-rotation coupling
terms.

Hamiltonian elements. The molecular Hamiltonian can be
written [67] as

H = HBO + HK + Hso + Hrot. (1)

It includes the Born-Oppenheimer potentials HBO , radial
kinetic energy HK , nuclear rotation Hrot, and spin-orbit
interaction Hso. Since hyperfine effects were not resolved in
the vast majority of transitions analyzed, hyperfine interactions
are not discussed in the present report.

From various sources, as discussed elsewhere, data were
available on the A1�+ state (necessarily e parity) and on
b 3�0,�1, and �2 states (also mostly of e parity). From
d 3� → b 3� fluorescence, some f parity data on 3�1 levels
were available, but were insufficient in scope to be subjected to
least-squares fits. Thus the matrix elements of HBO + Hso +
Hrot were taken to be [67]

〈1�+|H |1�+〉 = V (1�+) + (x + 2)B,

〈3�0+|H |3�0+〉 = V (3�1) − �1 + (x + 2)B,

〈3�1|H |3�1〉 = V (3�1) + (x + 2)B,

〈3�2|H |3�2〉 = V (3�1) + �2 + (x − 2)B, (2)

〈1�+|H |3�0+〉 = −
√

2�od,

〈3�0+|H |3�1〉 = −
√

2xB,

〈3�1|H |3�2〉 = −
√

2(x − 2)B,

where x = J (J + 1). In the above, V (1�+),V (3�1),�od (off-
diagonal), �1,�2, and B = �

2/2μR2 are functions of internu-
clear distance R. μ is the reduced mass. The

√
2 factor in front

of �od follows the convention used for atomic potassium in
Ref. [68] and assures that in the large-R limit, �od , as well as
�1 and �2, approaches one-third the 42P atomic fine-structure
interval.

As in other recent studies, we have adopted versions of the
“Hannover” form [69] for the bound part of each potential. For
the A1�+ state, we use the original form [69],

VA(R) = Te +
I1∑

i=2

ai

(
R − Re

R + bRe

)i

. (3)

However, for the NaK b 3�1 state, convergence was obtained
more easily when separate sums were used for the inner and
outer parts of the well or, that is, for R � Re and R > Re,

Vb(R) = Te + a2

(
R − Re

R + bRe

)2

+
I1∑

i=3

ai

(
R − Re

R + bRe

)i

S(R − Re)

+
I2∑

i=3

bi

(
R − Re

R + bRe

)i

S(Re − R), (4)

where S(x) = 0 for x < 0 and S(x) = 1 for x � 0 is the unit
step function. For the b 3�1 state, typically I2 = 7, so that
there are only five terms in the second sum, for R < Re.
Equations (3) and (4) apply to the range of R values directly
applicable to the data. For R less than RL, the form V =
p/R3 + q was used for each potential, where RL is chosen
such that V (RL) lies above the highest data points.

Regarding the large-R regime, R > RR , data in this study
extended to no more than 17 200 cm−1 above the minimum
of the X state, and thus did not reach the so-called modified
LeRoy radius, RLR−m [70], for either the A or the b state.
Therefore, the large-R regime of the potentials was represented
simply by the form V = Dlim − gRR−γR , where Dlim is the
dissociation limit, and gR and γR were chosen to assure
continuous potentials and continuous potential derivatives with
R, at R = RR . Because the data in this report do not approach
Dlim closer than 1000 cm−1, we take the weighted average
of the K2P1/2,3/2 energies as Dlim. Values of the potential
parameters Re, b, ai, bi, p, q,Dlim, gR , and γR are listed in
Table I.

However, for the b 3� state, there are significant interactions
with the c 3�+ state at the upper limit of the data analyzed
here, as discussed in Ref. [29]. These interactions produce a
splitting between f and e parity levels of b 3�1 that is found
to increase from about 0.1 cm−1 at E = 15 600 cm−1 to about
0.5 cm−1 at E = 16 500 cm−1 (all term energies are relative to
the minimum of the X state [63]). Because data are limited on
f parity levels and also on interacting levels of the c 3�+ state,
we have not attempted a detailed analysis of the f parity levels
or the e − f separation. Therefore, the fitted b state potential
above 15 800 cm−1 is not reliable on the scale of tenths of
cm−1. When more data become available, we will return to
this question.

The form used for the spin-orbit functions is simply the
Morse oscillator form,

�α(R) = Pα(2) + [Pα(1) − Pα(2)]

× (1 − exp{Pα(4)[Pα(3) − R]})2. (5)

Parameters Pα(i) for each spin-orbit function are given in
Table II.
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TABLE I. Fitted and fixed parameters for the NaK A 1�+ and
b 3�1 potentials, as used in the form given in Eqs. (3) and (4), or as in
the expressions below. Re is in Å, b (not fitted) is dimensionless, while
Te and all ai and bi expansion parameters are in cm−1. Additional
digits, beyond what are statistically significant, are given to avoid
rounding errors.

b 3�1 A 1�+

R � RL V = p/R3 + q

RL(Å) 2.45375 2.84824
V (RL)(cm−1) 17227.794 17450.592

p(cm−1Å
3
) 146827.90 23574.70

q(cm−1) 7289.0 7247.90

Potential well
Re 3.49602028571 4.192810480375
b 0.0600 0.0800
Te 11562.01547950 12137.03221202
a2 4.844534786565 × 104 2.901550331431 × 104

a3 −4.051019112136×105 −1.033390586588×104

a4 8.466025660780 × 106 −8.231852260569×103

a5 −8.368968046803×107 7.926013230451 × 104

a6 4.039254700301 × 108 1.984297184490 × 105

a7 −4.603694183674×108 −1.151841612201×105

a8 −5.129031868021×109 −1.829592561543×106

a9 2.982922329855 × 1010 −1.837249502737×106

a10 −7.416282175644×1010 5.181043174526 × 106

a11 9.208762840726 × 1010 6.608683968743 × 106

a12 −4.646296617031×1010 −4.033886798975×106

a13 −1.248129018400×108 −5.286422781862×106

a14 −6.361942363458×107 −5.514357307215×106

a15 2.784113225643 × 107 −1.980942019361×106

a16 −3.813289924109×106

a17 −2.846087349305×106

b3 1.083899313513 × 105

b4 8.787866224218 × 105

b5 4.335803062019 × 106

b6 1.048028275427 × 107

b7 9.795204649730 × 106

R � RR V = Dlim − gR/RγR Dlim = 18297.276 cm−1

RR(Å) 6.27016 8.15309
V (RR) (cm−1) 17256.47 17397.09
gR(cm−1Å

γR ) 1.150411 ×1011 1.88622 ×109

γR 5.08124 6.93636

As in previous studies, our analysis utilizes the discrete
variable representation (DVR) [71] to form a Hamiltonian
matrix over mesh points in R, and over the relevant A-state
and b-state potentials and spin-orbit functions (the CPDVR

TABLE II. Fitted parameters for the spin-orbit functions, �α(R),
α = 1,2 and od .

Function(α)= 1 2 od

Pα(1) (cm−1) 19.240 19.240 19.240
Pα(2) (cm−1) 12.699 12.8736 11.005
Pα(3) (Å) 4.7648 4.7648 4.4200
Pα(4) (Å)−1 0.35997 0.35997 0.4000

FIG. 5. A summary of term value data used in this study. The
five subplots are labeled by the corresponding transitions used and
by “L.U.”, which indicates data from the work at Lehigh University
(see text).

matrix). The kinetic-energy operator is a dense matrix over
all the mesh points in R for each channel, and thus represents
d2/dR2 as accurately as possible for the given discrete mesh.
The mapping function of Ref. [72] is used to reduce the
number of mesh points. Potential energies in each channel are
represented by diagonal terms in the Hamiltonian matrix, while
spin-orbit or spin-rotation coupling terms are off-diagonal in
channel number but diagonal in the mesh index. Eigenvalues
of the CPDVR matrix as a function of the assumed values
for J , the rotational quantum number, are the calculated term
values, many of which can be matched with experimental data.
The potential parameters are adjusted by a least-squares fitting
procedure to minimize the variance, i.e., the sum of the resid-
uals, each weighted by the inverse square of the experimental
uncertainty. The method of direct fits to potentials has been
used by various authors [73–75] for many years, although not
in precisely the form used here. This approach implies that
the multitude of centrifugal distortion parameters for each
vibronic level is not obtained explicitly. Note that distinct
from certain coupled-channel methods, we do not explicitly
introduce vibronic wave functions with couplings between
them. Instead, the eigenfunctions of the CPDVR matrices for
various J values are, in fact, vibronic wave functions with
mixed electronic state character in general. The results can
be made as numerically accurate as desired by decreasing the
mesh intervals in R.

Using results from previous studies of NaK, term values
could be obtained from Dunham parameters and from RKR
potentials based on these parameters. In the present case, the
singlet- and triplet-state potentials cross close to the minimum
of the A state, so this is a very approximate approach especially
for the lowest vibrational levels. Nevertheless, as discussed in
Sec. VI, the simple RKR potential can be useful to generate
starting parameters for the coupled-channel fit.

The residuals from the CPDVR fit to the experimental term
values are given in Fig. 6. In the fits, 11 624 experimental term
values were used; in view of many duplicate observations from
different v′,v′′ branches, 2758 term values were distinct. From
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FIG. 6. Residuals from the fit to experimental observations of
NaK transitions as deduced from term values of the X,B,C,d , or D

states and the transition wave numbers. This plot does not indicate
the experimental uncertainties, which are commonly 0.03 cm−1 or
less, but in some cases are more than 0.1 cm−1.

the most recent A → X line data, there were 2117 distinct
term values from 10 395 observations. Figure 7 gives a plot
of the fitted potentials for the A1�+ and b 3�1 states, plus the
available potentials for the c 3�+ and B1� states.

The experimental data points are weighted by the squared
reciprocal of the estimated uncertainty, σ . Neglecting these
weights, the rms residual was 0.029 cm−1. A more accu-
rate gauge of the quality of the fit is the variance, the
average of the residuals divided by the uncertainties: Var =
(1/N )

∑
i(Resi/σi)2, where N is the number of data points.

(Strictly speaking, N should be replaced by N − K , where K

is the number of fitted variables. However, this is irrelevant for
partial data sets.) The global variance was 1.53. For the A → X

data obtained recently at Université Lyon 1, the uncertainties
for the various spectral observations were judged by the
experimental conditions, and varied from 0.007 to 0.017 cm−1.
For the other data sets, the σ values were adjusted so that
the variance of each set was roughly 1.60 ± 0.10. These sets

FIG. 7. NaK potentials for states that dissociate to Na(32S) +
K(42P ). The c 3�+ and B1� potentials (dashed lines) are not directly
considered in the present Hamiltonian model. For the A1�+ and b 3�1

states, vibrational energies and numbers are indicated.

FIG. 8. Spin-orbit functions from experiment and theory.
(a) Diagonal functions: Filled circle with error bar denotes results
from Ref. [31]. Solid lines denote �1 and �2, from fit to the
experimental data. Results for the ab initio functions �12 = (�1 +
�2)/2, calculated by different methods as indicated, are also shown.
The triangles denote ab initio results published in Ref. [29]. The
vertical line denotes the Re value of the b state. (b) Off-diagonal
functions �od from present experimental results (solid line), previous
experiments, Refs. [32] and [33] (uppermost), scaled by 1/

√
2 (closed

circles with error bars), and ab initio calculations denoted as in (a).
Here, the vertical bar denotes the A − b potential crossing point, Rc =
4.011 Å.

included the earlier A → X data, taken at Université Lyon
1, data from Lehigh University (which was also obtained
from A ← X transitions), and B → A, C → A, and d → b

data, which were recorded primarily at the Laboratoire Aimé
Cotton, Orsay and analyzed at Université Lyon 1. (Figure 5
does not distinguish between the two A → X data sets.) The
individual σi values varied from 0.007 cm−1, for the older
A → X data, to 0.074 cm−1 for the d → b data, in view of
the fine structure and perturbations in both the d 3� and b 3�

states. Details are given in the Supplemental Material data
files [66].

The spin-orbit functions are obviously important in the
analysis of the data. Parameters Pα(i) for each spin-orbit
function �α are given in Table II. In the limit R → ∞,
each function converges to 19.24 cm−1, one-third the K(42P )
fine-structure splitting. The fitted SO functions, �i, i = 1,2,
and �od are plotted in Fig. 8, together with results of the
relevant ab initio calculations (dashed lines), evaluated as
discussed in the following section.

The ab initio function in Fig. 8(a), �12 = (�1 + �2)/2
at R = Re(b), is in moderately good agreement with the
empirical functions, �1 and �2. From the fitted parameter
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uncertainties and the covariance matrix, we obtain that the
uncertainty in the fitted empirical �12 = (�1 + �2)/2 at
R = Re(b) is about 0.05 cm−1, while the difference with the
ab initio function at R = Re(b) is 0.7 cm−1, which is typical
for comparisons between empirical and ab initio functions.
The b-state term value data exhibit a small range of 〈v|R|v〉
about R = Re(b), such that a variation with R of �1 and �2

can be extracted from the data, but the range in R over which
the empirical function is valid is not clear.

By contrast, the value of the fitting function �od is best
determined in the region around R = Rc, the potential crossing
point, and becomes less well determined for R values away
from Rc, in accordance with the principle of stationary
phase [76]. Nevertheless, in Fig. 8(b), we plot the full fitted
function �od as used in the fitting program because the results
are somewhat sensitive to its values at R �= Rc. In Fig. 8(b),
values from previous experimental work [32,33] [scaled by
1/

√
2 to be consistent with the definition of �od in Eq. (2)] are

plotted with their quoted error bars. The agreement between
the previous experimental data and the current experimental
and theoretical fitting functions at R = Rc is quite good. The
discrepancies between the experimental fitting function and
the ab initio functions at large R in Fig. 8 are probably not
significant.

IV. CALCULATION OF THE AB INITIO
SPIN-ORBIT FUNCTIONS

The least-squares fitting procedure with CPDVR calcula-
tions requires a good set of initial parameters if it is to converge
properly. Approximate spin-orbit (SO) functions for NaK were
presented in [29] and were used to extract initial parameters for
spin-orbit functions that were then optimized. The relevant ab
initio SO functions have since been recalculated by alternative
(and probably more accurate) methods, as discussed below, to
provide a more reliable comparison with the fitted functions.

The ab initio diagonal and off-diagonal SO functions were
evaluated in the basis of the spin-averaged electronic wave
functions corresponding to the pure (a) Hund’s coupling
case [67] in a wide range of internuclear distances R ∈ [2,20]
Å and density grid. All calculations were performed by means
of the MOLPRO v.2010.1 program [77].

We implemented here a slightly modified computational
procedure which has already been applied to estimate the SO
coupling effect in the A1�+

(u) and b3�(u) states of homonu-
clear (Rb2 [49,50], Cs2 [51]) and heteronuclear (NaCs [43],
KCs [44], RbCs [45]) molecules. Briefly, the inner core
shell of alkali atoms ([1s2] for Na and [1s22s22p6] for K)
was replaced by the relevant nonempirical effective core
potentials [78–80] (ECPs), leaving nine valence electrons
on each atom for explicit treatment. The spin-averaged and
spin-orbit Gaussian basis sets used for each atom were
taken from these references. The shape-consistent ECPs were
augmented by a diffuse part of the all-electron bases for electric
property calculation [81] and extended by additional diffuse
and polarization functions [82,83].

The optimized molecular orbitals were obtained from
the solutions of the state-averaged complete active space
self-consistent field (SA-CASSCF) problem for the lowest
(1–7)1,3�+, (1–7)1,3�, and (1–2)1,3� electronic states taken

with equal weights [84]. The dynamical correlation effects
were introduced by the internally contracted multireference
configuration interaction (MRCI) method [85], which was
applied for only two valence electrons keeping the rest
frozen, i.e., in a full valence (two-electron) CI scheme.
The �-independent core-polarization potentials (CPPs) were
employed to take into account implicitly the residual core-
polarization effects. The ECP scaling SO basis coefficients and
CPP cutoff radius were adjusted to reproduce the experimental
fine-structure splitting of the lowest excited Na(32P1/2;3/2)
and K(42P1/2;3/2) states [80,86]. The calculated SO matrix
elements are denoted ECP9-CPP-CI in Fig. 8.

To monitor the sensitivity of the resulting SO matrix
elements to the particular ECP basis sets and core-valence
correlation treatment, the calculation was repeated with alter-
native effective core potentials for both atoms. In particular, for
the K atom, we adopted the energy-consistent (ECP10MDF)
pseudopotential [80] consisting of nine valence electrons
whereas the ten inner shell (subvalence) electrons of the
Na atom were replaced by the small core one-electron ECP
potential from Ref. [87]. The corresponding valence basis
sets of both atoms were taken from the MOLPRO library [77].
Overall, ten (two valence plus eight subvalence) electrons were
correlated explicitly by the MRCI procedure. The resulting
SO functions (denoted as ECP1-CI in Fig. 8) agree well
with the present ECP9-CPP-CI counterparts as well as with
the preceding estimates obtained by correlations of 18 (two
valence plus 16 subvalence) electrons by the many-body mul-
tipartitioning perturbation theory [29,60] (see open symbols
in Fig. 8 denoted ECP9-MPPT-2000). We consider the current
ECP9-CPP-CI SO results (given in the Supplemental Material
data [66]) to be the most reliable at present, i.e., much more
accurate than the previous all-electron structure calculations
of Ref. [88] and slightly better than or comparable to the
preceding ECP9-MPPT studies [29,60]. We have not plotted
the results of Ref. [88] in Fig. 8: the shape of the functions vs
R is similar, but the values at the points of interest, namely,
Re(b) for �12 and at Rc for �od , are approximately 1 cm−1

less than the empirical values.

V. ENERGY-LEVEL STRUCTURE

The goal of this work has been to provide an adequate set of
empirical term values to accurately characterize the perturbed
level structure of the NaK A1�+ and b 3� states, and to
identify regions in the rovibrational structure with appreciable
singlet-triplet intermixing due to perturbation effects. These
regions can be useful in connecting more highly excited triplet
states with the singlet ground state. Figures 9–12 display
the overall rovibrational and spin-orbit fine structure of the
observed A1�+ and b 3� levels over a range of energies and
rotational quantum numbers. Observed levels are indicated
with larger circles, calculated levels are indicated with smaller
dots. Taken together, these figures display the full range and
also the density of points in the experimental data set, greater
for the A state but non-negligible for the b 3� state, due to
A − b perturbations and to d 3� → b 3� fluorescence data. In
heavier alkali diatomic molecules, more substantial perturba-
tion effects make such plots less intelligible. However, here,
since the A and b states are weakly coupled, the calculated
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Rovibrational structure of mixed A − b

states in two regions. The larger circles denote observed levels; the
smaller circles are the results of multichannel calculations.

and observed term values show quite clearly the singlet and
triplet structure, respectively, for each vibrational level. With
corresponding reduced mass parameters, the fitted potentials
obtained here can be used also for accurate calculations of
the energies (over the studied energy range) of fermionic
23Na40K, which is of interest for cold-molecular interaction
and dynamics studies [16–18].

Figure 13 zooms in on the rotational structure of several
A-state levels. Figure 13(a) shows a few observed A and b

levels at the upper end of our data set. Figures 13(b)–13(d)
show that our observations of nominally A-state levels reveal
detailed information on intersecting b-state levels, including,
in Figs. 13(c) and 13(d), 	 = 2 and 1 as well as the
more strongly coupled 	 = 0 levels. Many additional plots
presented in the Supplemental Material [66] portray other
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FIG. 10. (Color online) A continuation of the previous figure into
higher energies.
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FIG. 11. (Color online) A continuation of the previous figure into
higher energies.

cases in which observation of A → X fluorescence has yielded
information on b-state levels and on A − b coupling.

VI. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS RESULTS

For the heavier alkali-metal diatomic molecules, spin-
orbit interactions are so large as to make comparisons
with single-channel RKR potentials implausible. However,
previous reports of observations on the NaK A1�+ and b 3�

states [30–33] have summarized the results in terms of Dunham
parameters, leading to RKR potentials. In this work, we have
presented parameters for potential and spin-orbit functions
obtained using the CPDVR (coupled potential discrete variable
representation) approach. In the Supplemental Material [66],
we list observed and calculated term energies. This leads to the
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FIG. 12. (Color online) A continuation of the previous figure into
higher energies.
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FIG. 13. (a) Calculated and observed energy levels at the high-
energy limit of our data. (b)–(d) Regions in which the data reveal
crossings between A1�+ and b 3�	, 	 = 0,1,2, levels. In some
cases, the observed data are sensitive to the position of all three
	 components of the b 3� perturber, thus demonstrating that the data
obtained for the A1�+ state can yield valuable information on the
b 3� state also.

question of how best to compare the present and RKR-based
methods and results.

For a first comparison, we can compare the residuals
returned from CPDVR with those calculated with LEVEL

8.0 [89] from an RKR potential, which itself was generated
from Dunham parameters via a single-channel fit to the least-
perturbed levels of the A state. Dunham parameters Yi0 and Yi1

were determined using LeRoy’s program DPARFIT [89] with
centrifugal distortion constants fixed (Dv,Hv, and Lv were

FIG. 14. A comparison of observed term values with term values
calculated from RKR potentials as described in the text.

optimized iteratively from successive least-squares fits using
the RKR potential). Robust weighting [90] minimized the
effect of severe perturbations. The (dimensionless) weighted
rms error of the parameter fit was 1.5, with observed-calculated
values mostly more than 20 times the experimental uncertainty
(and sometimes much more) for individual term values with
v < 5. The rms deviation between observed term values
and those calculated from the RKR curve was 0.525 cm−1.
By contrast, the CPDVR approach gave an rms residual of
0.029 cm−1. A plot of the residuals from RKR potentials
is shown in Fig. 14, which may be compared with Fig. 6.
Clearly, the single-state approach has difficulty defining the
bottom of the potential properly, but it gives a reasonable
starting point for optimization. Similar situations arise in other
alkali diatomic molecules, for example in recent work on LiCs,
where RKR-based energy-level differences were sometimes of
the order of 5 cm−1 [91]. Discrepancies of this magnitude are
found in other applications of RKR potentials to perturbed
states [39,92]. We conclude that the levels that appear to be
only minimally perturbed are, in fact, shifted by spin-orbit
coupling effects to the extent of 0.1 to 2.0 cm−1.

VII. IMPLICATIONS FOR PHOTOASSOCIATION

As suggested in Ref. [21], ultracold ground-state molecules
can be produced by excitation of Feshbach resonances through
A1�+ − b 3� levels as well as through B1� − c 3�+ levels
closer to the Na(3S) + K(4P) limit. An accurate estimate
of the relative transition strengths requires a model of the
Feshbach resonances in nonzero magnetic field. A recent paper
(Ref. [20]) provides detailed information on the hyperfine
structure of the a 3�+ state of Na23K39, from a molecular-beam
study. The resonance data for Na23K40 in Refs. [16,17] further
help to refine the understanding of the level structure associated
with the observed Feshbach resonances. Reference [21]
discusses possible excitation of the Feshbach resonances. A
detailed study of these questions is beyond the scope of the
present paper. To indicate the relevance of the new data and
analysis presented here, we have simply calculated Franck-
Condon (FC) factors for transitions from the lowest and highest
bound X1�+ state levels to mixed A − b levels, based on
just the singlet components of the mixed A − b levels. Most
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FIG. 15. Franck-Condon factors FC = |〈v(X)|v(A,b)〉|2 for tran-
sitions between A1�+ and b 3�0 levels and v(X) = 0 (filled circles)
and v(X) = 72 (x’s). The absolute value of the transition dipole
moment is the square root of the Franck-Condon factor times the
electronic part, which is calculated [93] to be between 8 and 11
Debye over the relevant range of internuclear distances.

proposed photoassociation experiments with cold molecules
will involve states with low rotational quantum numbers. Our
spectroscopic data were obtained typically at higher, thermally
populated rotational levels. Nevertheless, if the Hamiltonian
model is sufficiently accurate, various regions of singlet-triplet
mixing at low J should be accurately modeled.

Figure 15 (top) gives two sequences of FC factors over
a wide range of energies. It shows, as in Ref. [21], that the
overlaps with X(v = 0) in general increase with energy up to
a point, while the overlaps with the least bound X state first rise
and then slowly fall. Figure 15 (bottom) shows an expansion
of the energy scale over the region at which both overlaps
are close to maximum. Transitions in this region might
be considered for photoassociation transfer from Feshbach
resonances to X(v = 0). For STIRAP transfers, the relevant
parameters are the transition dipole moments, for which the

absolute value is equal to the square root of the Franck-Condon
factor times the electronic part, which is calculated [93] to be
between 8 and 11 Debye over the relevant range of internuclear
distances.

With regard to the photoassociation route through B1� −
c 3�+, in the region of interest, these states are perturbed by
b 3� levels. However, the data set in the present work does not
extend far enough to be directly useful. According to Ferber
et al. [29], although the minimum of the c 3�+ state is at
15 750.64 cm−1, the lowest significant b − c perturbation lies
at v(b) = 60, at 17 384.25 cm−1. On the other hand, the highest
level of the b state in the present data set is v = 53 for which
G(v) = 16 904 cm−1. We also report data on A1�+ at v = 75,
G(v) = 17 179 cm−1 (from C → A emission), but because
the A-state potential extends to large values of the internuclear
distance, the overlap between even this A-state level and B-
or c-state levels is very small.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In view of current interest in the production of ultracold
NaK molecules, we have in this work presented more complete
data on the NaK A1�+ and b 3� states up to energy levels that
lie below the onset of significant interaction with the c 3�+ and
B1� states. Our term value data provide detailed information
on numerous spin-orbit perturbation effects between these two
electronic states, and allow for extrapolation to J = 0 for pos-
sible application to efforts seeking to produce X(v = 0,J = 0)
molecules via Feshbach resonances, optical excitation, and
stimulated decay via STIRAP processes. We have identified
a region of A-state energies for which the overlap both with
near-dissociation levels of the X state and v = 0 of the X state
are plausibly adequate.

In future work, we hope to utilize data previously obtained
by Kowalczyk [26] and others, and hopefully also two-photon
excitation data, to extend the range of the analysis presented
here.
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